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For the ZlnZ symmetric elliptic R matrix, L operators which act on the space of 
Ai? t integrable characters, or the afline Weyl group invariants, of the fixed level 1, 
are constructed. For 1= 1, the matrix elements of the L operator and those of the R 
matrix are shown to be the same. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Nowadays the investigation of the solvable lattice model theory reveals its beautiful algebraic 
structures. Among them, the algebra of L operators plays an important role.’ In this note we would 
like to report on the representations of the algebra of L operators associated to Belavin’s elliptic 
solution (i.e., the R matrix) of the Yang-Baxter equation.* 
Recall that Belavin’s R matrix is the n state generalization of the 2 state R matrix of Baxter’s, 
or equivalently, the so-called eight vertex model.3 For this n=2 case a representation theoretical 
study was initiated by Sklyanin in the celebrated article.4 He found a quadratic algebra now known 
as the Sklyanin algebra. By the definition, a representation of the Sklyanin algebra corresponds to 
an L operator for Baxter’s R matrix in a one to one fashion. Two important series of its represen- 
tations were given, so that we have two series of L operators. One is the “analytic series” which 
corresponds to the fused L operator of Cherednik.’ The other is the “nonanalytic series” which 
corresponds to the cyclic L operator6 of Ul,(sl,) at h E Q (the affine quantized enveloping algebra 
at the root of unity) in the trigonometric limit. 
The main concern of the present article is to generalize this analytic series representation for 
the n>2 case. 
In Sklyanin’s construction, he first gives some infinite-dimensional representation by means of 
difference operators, roughly speaking, acting on a “space of functions” in one variable. Taking 
the invariant subspaces we have the above mentioned series. So the first step in the generalization 
should be the search for this infinite-dimensional representation. To do this, Bazhanov et aZ.’ 
suggested that the quantity called intertwining vectors would give the desired one: Provided with 
the “incoming intertwining vectors” and the “outgoing intertwining vectors” we have the infinite- 
dimensional representation. In Ref. 7, this idea was realized in the trigonometric, nonanalytic 
series. The elliptic case was treated by Quano and Fujiis and by the present author” indepen- 
dently. Namely, the incoming intertwining vectors are constructed in these articles via the outgo- 
ing ones of Jimbo et al.” Then the next step should be the search for the invariant subspaces. The 
correspondents of the nonanalytic series were studied in Refs. 8 and 9. For the analytic series, this 
article will establish the following, which were already mentioned in Ref. 10. 
Theorem 1: The L operator constructed from the intertwining vectors has the invariant 
subspace spanned by the A!,tit integrable characters of the fired level 1. 
Theorem 2: When l=I, the subspace in Theorem I can be identified with the vector repre- 
sentation of the algebra of L operators. That is, the matrix elements of the L operator and those 
of the R matrix are the same up to a certain overall scalar multiplication. 
The proof of Theorem 2 uses the characterization of the R matrix in terms of the quasidouble 
periodicity with respect to the “Planck constant” h. 
To conclude this introduction, we would like to emphasize the role of intertwining vectors. 
That is, the construction of the Sklyanin algebra representation in Ref. 4 is highly nontrivial 
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whereas the intertwining vectors enables us to construct L operators easily.7-‘0 In this sense we 
believe that the notion of intertwining vectors is essential and fundamental, although the Sklyanin 
algebra has itself a beautiful structure and/or the notion of the intertwining vectors has no intrinsic 
definition up to now. 
II. R E V I E W  
Belavin’s vertex model.’ For n>l let V = @kEwnzCek(ek = ek+n) and let g,h EGL(V) be 
gek:=ek exp 2rrikln, hek:=ek”. We have gh= hg exp 27~iln. Let h,~C,h # 0, Im T>O. Be- 
lavin’s R matrix R(u) = R,(u) is characterized as the unique solution of the following five con- 
ditions: 
Rh(u) is a holomorphic End ( C”@CC”)-valued function in u, (1) 
Rn(u)=(x@x)Rn(u)(x@.x)-’ for x=g,h, (2) 
R,(u+l)=(g~l)-lRt,(u)(g~l)x(-l),’ (3) 
Rn(u+ T)=(h@ l)Rn(u)(h@ l)-‘X -exp 27rz u+ ;+ z ( .( ti ‘ii -I, (4) 
Rb(0)=P:x@y H y@x. (5) 
Then the Yang-Baxter equation (YBE) of the vertex type 
R23(u2-u3)R13(uI-u~)R1Z(uI-u2)=R12(u1-u2)R’3(u1-u~)R23(u2-u3) 
holds on V @  V @  V, where Rab acts on the ath space and bth space. 
We also have the following formula for Rn(u) (Ref. 12): 
(6) 
Rn(u)e’@ej= 2 e”@ej’Rfi(u)zj,, 
i’,j’ 
(7) 
Here we used the notation 
and H(u): =III;Zi 8’k’(u)lII;!: tick)(O). Let q’“:=exp 2rirf8, z”2:=exp 2miul2, and put 
m  
h(u):= 01,2,1(u+ 1/2,~)=iq”8(z1’2-z-1’2) n (1 -qm)( 1 -zqm)( 1 -z-lqm). (8) 
m=l 
We have 
@bd= e(112)-Ciln) 1 , (u+$-)=4~2,1( u-jT+i,n,)expT[-j(u+$)+j’?] 
so that {zeroes of e(j’}=Z+n~Z+j~ and therefore H(u) = h(u) .Const. Precisely, we have 
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h(u)l19(~)(u) limU.+o 
Const= H(u)/ fp)( u) = 
e1,2,l(u,n~)/e1,2,1(u,r) =- 
1 
where ?7(r):=exp(2air/24)IIi,t( l-4”) denotes the Dedekind eta function. In particular we 
have 
H(u+l)=-H(u), H(u+r)=-H(u)exp 2k[-U-T/~]. 
From Eq. (7) it is easy to observe that 
(9) 
H(u) 
MuP=R,(fi) H(h)’ (10) 
where P: u @  w H w N u denotes the permutation. This allows us to characterize the R matrix by 
the transformation properties in fi. 
Lemma 1: Consider the five conditions 
Qh( U) is a holomorphic End (C”@  C”)-valued function in h., (11) 
Qh(u)=(x~x)Qh(u)(xc3x)-’ for x=g,h, (12) 
Q~+l(~)=(g~‘l-lQn(u>(l~‘s)X(-l), (13) 
Q~+,(u)=(h@l)Qh(u)(i@h)-*X -exp2nr fi+;+z ( .( u ‘) j-l, (14) 
Qo(u)= 1. (15) 
Then these conditions have the unique solution Qs( u) = Rn( u)(H(h)lH( u)). 
Proof: Since Q*(u)P satisfies Eqs. (ll)-(15) with fi and u exchanged, we have the unique 
solution Qh(u)P=R,(ti), and then we use Eq. (10). 0 
Remark: Similar consideration based on the characterization (l)-(5) also provides the formu- 
las 
where F: =[exp 2 rri(jkln)lj k= I,..,,n and the T dependence of R is explicitly exhibited. This trans- 
formation rule for R and sknilar properties for the other quantities in what follows are also 
important, and we will discuss these elsewhere. 
AIfLl face model.” Let ei (i= 1 ,...,n) be the orthonormal basis of an n-dimensional vector 
space C” with the inner product (,). Put h*:=C-Span of { ei- ei+ i}yZti and we can identify h* and 
the weight space of the complex Lie algebra sl, in the usual way. Let -:C” + h* be the orthogo- 
nal projection. Then P: = X7= i ZEj is the weight lattice and Q: = CyItt Z( Ej+ t - Ej) is the root 
lattice. The Boltzmann weight of the AL’? i face model corresponding to the vector representation 
is given by the following: 
x+2fizi 1 h(u+fi) :=h(h)’ 
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I 
A+h~i 
@A u x+h(gi+gj) A+ht-, 1 := h(-“+Aij) h(Aij) (i + A, 
X+n(Ei+Ej) 1 h(U) h(h+Aij) :=m h(Aij) (i # j)’ 
where A ij : = (A, Ei - Ej), and for the other configuration of A, p, cc’, and v P + A u v :=o. [ 1 P’ 
We note that our “coordinate” A here is different from the original one in Ref. 11, that is, they are 
related by the formula CL 
+A u [ 1 v =w AK-p p’lh-p P’ /J&-P 
where the right hand side is the quantity in Theorem 3.1 of Ref. 11 and p is the half sum of 
positive roots. This coordinate change turns out to be useful in what follows. 
Intertwining vectors. Put Oj( u) : = OCn,2j - ,,( u + ), T), then it holds that 
@j( u+ :)=B,(u).( -exp 29-b f)pm, 
ej 
i 1 
u+F =ej-,(u>.(-l)m exp 
i [ ‘Ii 
-2rG mu+% 
(17) 
for m  E Z. For each A,,u E h* we define the outgoing intertwining vector 
+<U)f= E  ej+(U)fj E  V  
j=l 
m i.,:,:=( @ j~y~j /iv(d :P--A=fi& for SOme k=l,...,n (19) 
They “intertwine” Belavin’s vertex model and the Ail_! 1 face model” CL ~(u-u)~~(u)~~~(u)~=~ $(u)~‘@qS(u);,ti v u-u A , PL’ [ 1 P cm 
where i(u): = PR(u). 
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FE. 1. Outgoing intertwining vectors (20). 
The incoming intertwining vectors were constructed in Refs. 9 and 10 independently. Let 
{ej}C V* be the dual basis to {e’}C V. By definition incoming intertwining vectors are the vectors 
4(U);= 5 ej$(U)~ E V* 
j=l 
that satisfy 
and are characterized by the following duality relations: 
k=l 
(21) 
4c4r i(v); 
i &u);+*‘jkt $(u)~+“+‘= ak,kt . 
j=l 
cm 
FIG. 2. Incoming intertwining vectors (21). 
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I 
F  .i_. 
x = 6,+’ u 
k’ 
FIG. 3. Duality (22). 
Here C$ stands for the outgoing intertwining vector (19). Equations (22) imply that the two matri- 
CeS [ +(U)L'h'kj]j,k and [ ~(u)~+"']k,j are mutually inverse to each other. In particular two 
formulas in (22) are mutually equivalent. The Weyl-Kac denominator formula for AL’2 i yields13*‘5 
h(& 4) 
III 
= iv(r) I<j<ksn 
h(Uk-Uj) 
iTIt4 . 
Therefore we have 
(23) 
(24) 
This determinant formula and the formula for the inverse matrix implies 
Proposition I: All the irregular points of $( u)Ffhzti as a function in u and /1 come from the 
zeroes of D,(u): = det[~(u)~f*~‘j]j,ir=l,...,n. The function D,(u) has its simple zeroes along 
{(U,/t)ECXh*lUEZ+TZ or /AEE~<~{/L~~=O}+P+TP}. 
0 
Remark: Instead of Eq. (22), we can think of the conditions 
T ~(“):-C~~,kd(u):-,9,k= aj,jr 9 c ~(u):-n,,ki(u)~-,,“‘= 8k.k’ , (25) 
j 
whose solution C$ again satisfies Eq. (21). Actually these relations are natural outcomes in our 
previous construction of the incoming intertwining vectors.” There the construction depends on 
X - AZjt 21 
I;’ 
FIG. 4. Duality (25). 
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the definition of the pairing between V and A”-‘V, where V and A”-‘V are regarded as the vector 
representation and the fused representation of the algebra of L operators, respectively. The pairing 
(,), (,)’ in Ref. 10 yields the intertwining vector satisfying Eqs. (25) and (22), respectively. In the 
sequel we will mainly make use of the solution of Eq. (22). Several differences arise when we take 
the solution of Eq. (25) instead, as we will describe in the Appendix. 
III. L  OPERATOR ON A;?,  C H A R A C T E R S  
Review of ALli, characters. I3 Fix a non-negative integer 1. For any /3 E P and any function f on 
h* we set 
Then they satisfy 
TpTy= Tpi y 7 T,pT.,y= Tti(p+ y) 
as well as the Heisenberg relation 
TpT,,= TryTp explX~i~(B, r)l 
and hence define a projective representation of the group P+ rP. Put G(h*): =(holomorphic 
functions on h*) and introduce the spaces of theta functions 
Thl:={fE@(h*)ITJ=TT,J=f(‘v’auQ)}, 
(26) 
Th,W:= if-~ Thdf-(w~)=f(~)(Vw E W>}. 
Here the action of the symmetric group W= S, is given by w( Zj) : = E,- i(j) . Then Thy is 
spanned by the characters of the level I integrable representation of the affine Lie algebra A:? 1 
[e.g., Ref. 14, Prop. 4.31. The projective action T of P+ 7P preserves Th,, and Thy and the 
definition (26) imply that T,IThl = id for QE QU TQ, that is, T gives the projective action of 
(P+TP)/(Q+TQ)-ZhZ+Z/nZ. (27) 
L operator on Thy. For c EC put 
L(clu)~;~,:=rp(u+cti)%,~(u)~j C-W 
and define L(clu) f: V + V by L(clu)‘f(ej):=Cj, ej’*L(clu)[:j,. Then this gives an L 
operator for Belavin’s R matrix. Namely, Eqs. (20) and (21) imply7-to 
Here p runs over the set {h+A&,X+h$} if V--X=h(&+&r), and is otherwise empty so that 
both sides are zero. Fixing V-X, Eq. (29) should be regarded as an identity of the End( V @  V) - 
valued meromorphic functions in c, u, u, and X. 
For a holomorphic function f on h*, put 
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v 
1 
1’ 
1 
Th/” J?(u--v 
-25 
= 
V 11 
---r-T= 
FIG. 5. Formula (32). 
(w4j!f J(p): =c L(clu)~~j,fw, 
h 
which yields a meromorphic function in ,u. 
Theorem I: For each 1 E Z,,, we have 
Putting 
Thr” 
(30) 
(31) 
i(llu)(ej@ f ):= i L(llu):,f@ej’ 
j’=l 
we have the operator i(llu): V @  Thy + Thlw@ V that satisfies 
(I~ii(u-v))(i(l~u)~l)(l~~(z~v))=(~(z~u)~l)(l~~(z~u))(ii(u-v>~l) 
: V @  V @  Th,w -+ Thlw@ V @  V. 
Proof: From Eqs. (17) and (18) we have 
cP(u+m> ~‘“‘&j=~(,)~“‘kj.(-exp zrij/n)-m, 
(32) 
(33) 
4(u+md ;+‘;,z &u);+h’,.+ (- 1)” exp-2Ti[ m( z--+,4)) + g] (34) 
for m  EZ. According to the duality (22), the formulas (33) and (34) immediately imply 
(35) 
dU+md ;+r%?j= ~(U);+h~p,j-m -(- 11” exp 27ri[ m( X-&,&j) + $1 (36) 
and therefore 
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By the property 
(37) 
(38) 
we also have 
h+fi+ftik,j L(44x+/j j,=L(CIU);+fiy, exp[2rri(j’-j)(P,Ek)l, (39) 
for p E P. Note that for /I E P we have n < p, Ek> E Z and as an element of Zln Z this does not 
depend on k: (p,E,)=(/3,Z~,)mod Z. We put (p):=n(&Z,) l Zlnz (any k will do). Let PEP and 
f~ Th, . Thanks to the transformation rule (39) we have 
(T,Acb$f )(d=c L(+);~$$f(A+~) A 
= c L(clu)~,$(Tp.f )(X).exp[2~i(j’-j)(P,iik)] 
h=p+A$ 
On the other hand, under the choice c = 1, Es. (40) similarly yields 
(T,pL(llu)::,f )(LL) = c L(llu);:;$ f(X++)exp 2rril[(~,P)+(&P)r/21 
A 
= C L(ZIu)>,~~$ exp[2rrich(P,Ek)] 
X=p+fiS 
-CT& )(~M43~i~(~--X,P)l 
= W+);;‘!&T+f j(p). 
For CXE Q, Eqs. (41) and (42), respectively, reduce to 
T,~(Zlu):.,f=L(IIu)::,T~~. 
From the invariance of the inner product (,), we have 
m;g;= e>; 
(41) 
(42) 
(43) 
(44 
and therefore 
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L(Zlu)$$ = L(Zlu)$ (45) 
for any w E W. It follows that 
wG4~~f w(P))=(LuI~$f )(LL) (46) 
foranyfETh7. 
In ,view of Eqs. (43), (44), and (46), our remaining task is to show the holomorphy of 
L(Zlu)j,f on h * for any f E Thlw. To do this, let us remember Proposition 1 and then 
D,(u)c$(u);+h~~ is holomorphic in ,u (as well as in u). So the same is true for 
(N(Zlu)j,f )(p): =D,(u)(L(Zlu)j,f )(/J). 
Since DWCcLj =sgn(w)D,, Q. (46) implies 
(N(Uu$f )(w(~))=sgn(w)(N(llu)::,f Qu) 
and therefore (N(Z/u)$f )(p) = 0 if Z&k’ =0 for some k,k’(k # k’). Then the transformation 
rules (41) and (42) imply 
W lu$f NPU) =o, for ,.& E{&k’=O for some k,k’(k # k’)}+P+ TP. 
That is, the zeroes of the denominator D, cancel with those of ~(Zlu);,f, implying the desired 
holomorphy of L(Zlu)j,f. 
The remaining part of $q. (32) is a direct consequence of Eq. (29). 0 
Proposition 2: L(u)=Lh(u):V@Thy 3 Thlw@ V satisfies the following: 
(1) fG)m~> is holomorphic in u, 
(2) ih(llu)=(T~~~g)~h(Zlu)(g~T,1)-‘=(T-,,,Bh)tb(Zlu)(h~T_,,I)-’, 
(3) ~,(z~u+l>=(l~~-‘>i,(l~u)(~~l), 
(4) &(ZIu+r)=(l@h)&(ZIu)(h-l@l)exp [ 1 -2vriZ a . 
Proofi (1) follows from Proposition 1 and Eq. (28). (2) follows from Eqs. (41), (42). (3) and 
(4), respectively, follows from Eqs. (37) and (38). cl 
A similar check-of the vtransformation properties in h shows 
Proposition 3: L(u) = Lt;( u) : V @  Thiw + Thy@ V satisfies the following: 
( 1) i,( Z~U) is holomorphic in h, 
(2) ib(Zlu)=(Ti,~g)~L(Zlu)(g~T,,)-‘=(T-,,Bh)~~(Z(u)(h~T-,,,)-’, 
(3) ~,+,(llu)=(l~g-‘)~r(llu)(l~T,,)X(- 1)‘. 
(4) ~~+~(Z~u)=(l@h’)~~(Z~u)(l@T,~l)X(-l)’ exp-2miZ i )I ?i+; . 
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Proof (1) is clear from Eq. (28). (2) is the repetition of the previous Proposition for the 
completeness. For (3) and (4), we let fi. H h+ l,n+ r in Eq. (30), respectively. Then the right hand 
side of Eq. (30) is transformed as follows, respectively, proving the assertion: 
(-1)’ exp I 1 -2’k ‘G 2, Lli(Zlu):Ch”k:,f(X+(n+l)Ek) 
=(-1)‘exp -2 [ 1 ri ‘G (&(Z[u)j,T,,f )(h), 
(- 1)‘C 
k 
.exp-2kZ cEk rEk) (k+hgk,&)+ 2 7 I k$ )(h+fizk) 
=(- l)‘(Lh(Zju):,-,T,;f )(X)exp-2rriZ 0 
From this we can determine the matrix element of the representation on Thy in Z= 1. 
Theorem 2: (Identijcation of the representation): 
(I) For Z=O, we have L(Oju):, = $, * idTq. 
(2) For I= 1, let xi = ,yAj be the irreducible character corresponding to the fundamental 
weight hj = E, + * * . + Ej .13 Write 
n-l 
L( 1 Iu);,xk= c xkfL( 1 ju);:,, . 
k’=O 
Then we have 
Proof (1) directly follows from Eq. (22). To show (2), we remark that T;, and T-7;, on Thy 
satisfy 
T;,T-.;,=T-.;,T;, exp[2rriln] 
and hence define the representation of the Heisenberg group which is equivalent to the one defined 
by g and h on V. This equivalence is given explicitly by Xk +-+ ek, and we compare the formulas 
in Proposition 3 and Lemma 1 under this isomorphism. Then the only thing we have to show is the 
correspondents of the initial condition (15), or 
lim L(ZlU)j,f=f* Sjjl 
h-0 
for any f E Thy. Using Eq. (22) again we have 
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(L(llu$f )(A>= c ~~,j,(u+zti>~P”(u)f(x+hEk) - 
p=X+h& 
h-0 C 4f,jf(“)df”(u)f(x) 
P 
= Sjjlf( A) 
proving the statement. 0 
Let us introduce the algebra of L operators A(R) (Ref. 1) for Belavin’s R matrix in a naive 
way, namely, we define A(R) to be a C-algebra generated by the letters 
{L(u)$ll Sj,k%,u E C}, 
with relations 
5 R(u-u);,$,:L(u)j,L(v);,=~ L(v);,;L(u)j,;R(u-u)&, 
i’j’ 
for i,i”,(,)“= 1 , . . . ,n . A(R) is a C-bialgebra with the coproduct 
A:A(R) -+ A(R)@A(R),L(u)j ++ 2 L(z&3L(z# 
k 
and the counit 
e:A(R) + C, L(u); I--+ 8;. 
The counit E gives an A(R) module structure on C, called the trivial module. On the other hand, 
the correspondence 
A(R)3L(u$ I-+ [R(u):fk,]l~k,k’~~EEnd V 
gives an A(R) module structure on V, which may be called the defining module or the vector 
representation (cf. Ref. 16). Theorem 2 means that the space Th: should be identified with the 
trivial module of A(R), whereas Thy should be identified with the defining module or the vector 
representation up to the scalar function H( fL)IH( u) . 
For I> 1, we observe the coincidence between the dimension of Thy and that of the degree 1 
symmetric tensors S’(V). This leads us to conjecture that ThlW is equivalent to the fused symmet- 
ric tensor representation of Cherednik’ in the above sense. Propositions 2, 3 and the characterizing 
properties (l)-(4) show that the L operator and those of the fused R matrix have the same 
transformation properties. Unlike the case Z= 1, the uniqueness fails for these properties and this 
conjecture still remains open. We hope to investigate this point, as well as other points such as 
more intrinsic, geometric/representation-theoretic footsteps for our L operators and so on, in the 
near future. 
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A P P E N D I X :  THE OPPOSITE R E P R E S E N T A T I O N  
Here we shall describe the result when we take the 4 in Eq. (25) as the incoming intertwining 
vector. First of all we put 
(P’(u)~,,j:=~(U-h(n-l))~,,~. (Al) 
This shift of the spectral parameter does not affect the intertwining property (20) and turns out to 
be convenient in identifying the representation (A4). Let us consider the condition (25) by replac- 
ing C$ by +‘, and let c$‘(u)~‘!,;, be the solution. We put 
L’(clu);fj, :=~‘(u-cfi)~,,j,~l(u,~~. 
Fix 1 sZaO. For f E Thy, define 
(L’(Zlu$f )(A): = c f(p)L’(zlu);;, 
P 
and then we can show L’(clu)i,f E Thy, Putting 
P(Zlu)(f@ej):=~ cG9L’(zlu);,f 
J 
this operator i’(Zlu)=~‘h(Zlu):Th~@V --) V@Thy satisfies 
(I*i(u-v)~l)(l~~‘(z~~))(~r(z~~)~l) 
=(l~~‘(z~u))(~‘(z~v)~l)(l~~(u-v)) 
:Th,WWW + V@JV@JT~,~. 
Further, it can be shown that 
H( u)i;i(Zlu) is holomorphic in u as well as in ?z, 
~~(Zlu)=(s~T,,)i~(Zlu)(T,,eg)-1=(h~T-,,,)tt(Zlu)(T-~~,~h)-1, 
~~(zJu+l)=(g~l)i~(Z~u)(l~g-‘), 
i~(Zlu+~)=(h@l)~~(ZIU)(l@h-l)exp 2rri t, 
ik+,(Zlu)=(h-‘@ l)iL(Zju)(T-.Z,@l)X(-l)’exp 2miZ [y$++;)] 
642) 
tA3) 
and that 
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FIG. 6. Formula (49). 
for Z=O, we have L’(Olu);, = t$, . idq, 
for z=l, write L’( 1 lu);,xi = 2;:; xi,L’( 1 Iu)Fi,. Then we have 
644) 
The sign in Eq. (A4) is natural in the light of the transposed nature of the operator L’, Eqs. (A2) 
and (A3). Actually, Eq. (A3) shows that L’ gives the representation of the opposite algebra A(R)Op 
of A(R). 
Proof for these facts are quite similar to those in the previous section and are omitted. 
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